Cut out after first folding and gluing in place.
If pointing the bow to the right, curl this piece so that surface A faces out. If pointing the bow to the left, curl this piece so that surface B faces out.

Cut out after first folding and gluing in place.
If pointing the bow to the right, curl this piece so that surface A faces out.
If pointing the bow to the left, curl this piece so that surface B faces out.

Cut out after first folding and gluing in place.
Cut out after first folding and gluing in place.
Cut out first by folding and gluing in place.

A - Standard part (bow pointed to the right)

Do not hit opposite with the pointed edges. Doing so could result in injury.

Adults should make sure that children observe this caution.


Portuguese vessel
Sagres II
Ships of the world: Sagres II: Pattern

Cut out after first folding and gluing in place.

B - optional part (bow pointed to the left)

Fold, then cut out. (Fold once, then unfold without gluing the two folds together.)